Identification of hypomorphic and null alleles of swallow via molecular and phenotypic analyses.
The swallow gene of Drosophila is required for the localization of two messenger RNAs, bicoid and hu-li tai shao, to the anterior pole of oocytes during the later stages of oogenesis. In addition, swallow appears to play a role in early embryogenesis, as swallow mutant embryos have defects in early nuclear cleavage and migration. In an effort to identify regions of the Swallow protein that are essential for function, we have initiated a molecular characterization of seven existing alleles of swallow. All seven alleles have been sequenced, and comparison to wild-type swallow indicates that the seven alleles include single amino acid substitutions that identify critical residues, as well as lesions that result in truncated proteins. Western blots using affinity-purified antibodies agree well with the DNA sequence data, and identify a probable null protein. In order to determine the extent to which each allele affects swallow function, females homozygous or hemizygous for each allele were tested for the range and abundance of (1) RNA localization defects, and (2) embryonic cuticular defects. Swallow alleles can be grouped into two categories: those that retain partial function, and those indistinguishable from the putative null allele. Some swallow mutant alleles partially rescue the dominant female sterility of mutations in the atypical 67C alpha-tubulin gene, supporting other studies that suggest a link between RNA localization and the microtubule cytoskeleton.